Introduction of conflict as an analysis lens
Labor source of profit

Prediction of phases that is
greatly contradicted

Theory: Automatization reduces the base of profit, leading to reduction in profit rate,
leading to collapse.

basic conflict
between the workers
and capitalists who
own the production
facilities.

Class analysis
focused on
capital
ownership

big difference to Weber and Taylor. whereas they see an alignment of the interests
between workers and owners, Marx sees conflict.

Marx
Materialism: social relations influenced by material
technological/economical conditions

Opposed to Hegelian Idealism:
Extend to cognitive frames
the role of technology is to facilitate alienation,

w/ wage labor in capitalism, worker can no longer benefit or reap the fruit of their own
labor. Humans become and object for exploitation and experience social alienation. They
are alienated from other people, and to society they themselves have created.
later Marxist literature argues that technology propagates the existing power structure.

very structural. sees
society as a precursor to
the human condition.

There is also a question of structuralism and agency in Marx. But Marx’s main argument is
very structural. There is dialectic of opposing forces at all levels except utopia.
{Weber, 1904 #4126}

Where is capitalism coming from?

Class: based on position in a market
Weber

Three dimension of stratification

Status: (residual from economic stratification) + can act back on economy (power)
Party: (residual of class and status) reside in the structure

Conflict
theories

see Weber in classic OT
A follower of Weber: Substantial rationality (rational) vs. functional rationality (bureaucratic)

Mannheim

"Organizational drift": leaders appropriate org. interest to their own
Class struggle inside an organization
Elite maintain that control because better mobilized, eventhough outnumbered

+{Michels, 1966 #3894} student of Weber

see Michels in classic OT
goal displacement

{Selznick, 1949 #3547}
{Mills, 1956 #4570}

follows Michels and Mannheim (for instance goal displacement")
Organizational power tactics: including dissenters in the structure
Control of society by three bureaucratic organizations:
business, military and government establishments

{Crozier, 1964 #2528}

Control of uncertainty as a key to social control

+{White, 1981 #5030}

Market as a set of cliques of organizations
{Coser, 1956 #5232}

Modern Treatment

greatly inspired by Weber party stratum

Conflict sharpens sense of group boundaries
Antagonist are bound together by conflict

Simmel (contradicting Marxian analysis
*+{Bendix, 1956 #52}

Ideologies

braverman
edwards

see neo marxist in soc control

burawoy
marglin

see Power and Politics
Does not care about stratifications, only about rationality of exchange
Critical of social institutions, but
sometimes not from the left
Concepts

"Public choice theory": incentivize people to make the right choices

maximizing vs satisficing
Various paradoxes

how is cooperation possible if everyone is a free rider?

Prisoner dilemna

Proof that real people do not calculate very rationaly
{Hobbes, 1651 #5241}
Locke
Origin

Hume

Humans are free riders than can only resort to government dictatorship
to implement social order

reasonable individual, minimal role of the state, rejection of culture
box normative and descriptive
Descriptive, so left normative, so open to rationality shaped by habits

*{Smith, 1776 #486}

Force of self interest
Need to eliminate inertia of irrational patterns of some social institutions

Bentham: utilarianism in legal circle: perfect punish and reward to incentivize all

*{Dahl, 1957 #131}

“Power is the ability to get others to do something that they would
not otherwise do »

attack structural functionalism of Parsons
Individual are the unit of decision making, not imaterial norms
Tasks are accomplished,
seminal in groups {Homans, 1950 #2883}

Intrinsic satisfactions are received
Personal growth is experienced

&Homans

Homans' Law: the more individual interact, the more
they like each other

if equal at beginning!

Leads to reward based exchange theory: individual exchange
reward, leader being the one offering the most
&Exchange
Theory

{Homans, 1958 #2884}

Launched micro-macro debate
Developed fully the exchange theories
interaction are based on exchanges
*+{Blau, 1964 #60}

if unbalanced?

break (so one could deprecate oneself to keep the interaction alive)
or "principles of least interest", one is dominated

see also Blau in Classic OB/OT

see also Power and Politics *+{Emerson, 1962 #161}
slight divergence with utilitarian program, since power and inequality in exchange become central
Little coercion taken into account (except {Schelling, 1978 #3515} who analyze situation
where coercion is a coordination game)

where coercion is a coordination game)
Led to equity theories, social justice
Utilitarian tradition is not only about rational framework, but embedding it in a structural situation
Hoschild management of emotions theory

Marital Market
Example of
sociological
market

Education inflation
Worse job are open, better job are protected

Split labor market
{Bonacich, 1981
#4155}

Immigration flow maintain entry level jobs without any advantage
Ethnic antagonism: high strata is threatened by low stratum inflow
Manager does not optimize, but satisfices

*+{March, 1958 [1993] #337}
Bounded Rationality

Heuristics and risk preferences

*+{Kahneman, 1982 #279}

"free riders" and "public goods"

*{Olson, 1965 #387}

{Hardin, 1968 #4620}

&Tragedy of commons
Social Coordination

*+{Axelrod, 1984 #30}

Prisoner dilemma

+{Kramer, 1991 #3009}

Categorization and Intergroup relations can play a role

Key Research Question: how does social structure shapes economic action
o The sociological
perspective applied to
economic phenomena
Econ
Soc=

o The analysis of economic phenomena with the help of
concepts and methods that sociology has developed

{Swedberg, 1992 #4165}

o The application of the frames of reference, variables, and
explanatory models of sociology to that complex of activities
concerned with the production, distribution, exchange and
consumption of scarce goods and services

Definitions

Rational/
Utilitarian

{Durkheim, 1893 #4098} {Durkheim, 1915 #4099} {Weber,
1919 #4124}; {Weber, 1922 [1968] #3736}

{Smelser, 1994 #3581}

importance of social relations and institutions

Differ from Econ...

interest and rationality as strong factors of economic life

Similar to Econ ...

No dominant approach, so more a perspective

Network may be closest to a unifier

see Chong summary on Economic sociology for much historical perspective on the field
Neoclassical economics: Smith-Malthus/Ricardo-Menger-Walras-Pareto
Bifurcation

Economic History (former socio supplanted by Econ: Smith-Malthus/Ricardo | Comte - Schumpeter
Economic Sociology: Smith-Comte-Marx-Parsons

Parsons delineate the field: sociology deals with the "ends", and economics with the "means"
apply economic theory to early society?
coins "embeddedness"

+{Polanyi,
1957 #4112}

o Reciprocity: The exchange among persons and groups on the
basis of mutual obligation

three
types
of
economic
associations

o Redistribution: The movement of goods and services to a “center”
and then outward, as in many systems of taxation and philanthropy
o Exchange: Transactions in the market proper

two
rationalities

Origins

o Formal: Defines the economy in terms of rational action, which
Polanyi believed was an erroneous and abstract way of regarding the
economy.
o Substantive: Defines the economy in terms of something that is
institutionally visible and centered around the notion of creating a
livelihood.

1970's New Economic Sociology has to respond to new attacks by economics like G. Becker
+{White, 1981 #5030} on production market
then Harvard school

{Granovetter, 1974 #4076} on labor market
+{Mintz, 1981 #3222} class structure in economic fabric
Rational Choice Sociology

Economic
Sociology
(see
Chong
Review
and
Theory)

New Economic Sociology

neo-classical economics not enough, should
blend also psy, socio, pol science

{Akerlof, 1984 #4181}

TCE *{Williamson, 1985 #572}

integrate Psy, Sco, Anthro into economics model
to solve various classes of pb

various legal, econ, sociol pb can be explained by using transaction cost

Social network, market created by micro level monitoring

+{White, 1981 #5030}

Market organized to limit competition, and channel it through narrow circuits
Not all rational exchanges are market

+{Coleman, 1990 #2495}

Dominant fact is not markets, it is organizations
Rational for individual to engage in organization ("corporate actor")
People have stable preferences, relatively stable across categories/cultures, maximizing
behavior, and there exist markets

{Becker, 1976 #4133}

Economic Action as Social Action
Econ
Action
is
situated

Economic action can not be separated for search of status, approval, power
Econ Action oriented by utility, and constitute power in society

embeddeness of actions
Network approach goes beyond theories based atomized actors, technology, ownership, culture
Price are set through a mix of demand-supply as well as social influence +{White, 1981 #5030}

Econ
Institutions
as social
constructions

(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com

*+{Granovetter, 1985 #208} +{White, 1981 #5030} +{Zelizer, 1978 #4143}

Socio-Economic {Etzioni, 1988 #4180}

PSA Economics

Key
Propositions

{Becker, 1976 #4133} +{Coleman, 1990 #2495}

traditional pb of economics can be analyzed through sociological tools

5 strategies to
establish
boundaries b/t
Econ and Soc

Seminal
Contrib

RCT can be extended into sociological issues

institution are social constructions *+{Berger, 1966 #54} than influence economic action
*+{Meyer, 1977 #3205}
Path Dependence: constraints of pre-existing social/historical conditions influences
Social Network: dynamic analysis, quantifiable, multi level
multi level (indiv, group, firm, instit)

Econ Soc
Econ
Soc
vs.
Mainstream
Econ

socially constructed
interaction

Actor

Main Econ
Integration?

individual
Weber noted that his sociology was constructed on individual actors,
noting , “they take account of the behavior of other individuals and
thereby are oriented in their course” {Weber, 1922 [1968] #3736}

see more in {Smelser, 1994 #3581}, table p4, also in Chong's summary...

Socio

see OrgEcon

linkages

see Network and Economic Life

rationality of an individual may not be generalizable to population

Critique

use of post hoc
reasoning that
rationalize irrational
behavior

difficult to falsify
ex: paradox of voting; RCT justify by psychological satisfaction not originally accounted for

Ignore cultural difference(existence of a cultural free rational course of action)
May have predictive power, but that does not mean it is valid
little causality

structuralist theory of semiotics

focus on synchronic instead of diachronic analysis
{Saussure, 1907 [1986] #5237}

langue: shared sets of structural properties; parole: utterance

~Durkheim externality of social facts

~Durkheim constraining features of social facts

Sign is arbitrary but "conventional"
"social order" (Parsons)

What holds society together ?

Physical aspect of structure determines social aspect

Key are the interactions between people,

Organic solidarity: based on division of labour and not anymore mechanical (similarity)
Society as an entity "sui generis"
Internalization of shared values
Importance of density

increased density creates a cocoon, enacted through rituals
Collective representations as carriers
religion is not transcendent, but god is the symbol of society

Durkheim

{Durkheim, 1915 #5236}

Religion (ideas) explained by rituals (so very materialist)
theory of rituals
Phenomenon to be explained by cause and function

{Durkheim, 1915 #4099}

Structuralism

functionalist
source
{Durkheim,
1893
#4098}

Function accounts for persistence
Possibility for phenomenon to be pathological (no positive
function), to be eradicated

Organic solidarity: arise because of increase in density, so need to specialized and cohesion
at the level of class

Leads to Macro and Micro schools
focus on amazing similarities between culture
{Lévi-Strauss, 1963 #5238}

{Bourdieu, 1980 #2374}

# Durkheim perception of differences in cultures

basic binary oppositions

Attempt on a grand theory of culture

participant objectivisation: objectify research object, scrutinize validity, take into account
participants skillful achievements
Field: area of struggles in social life

Bourdieu
*{Bourdieu, 1984 #5105}

Habitus: generative scheme of disposition

Structure is enabling (cf Giddens)
Search of the structure that constraint people actions and thoughts
General Concepts

Holistic
Priority on the invariant
Quite opposed to positivism (that require observable

Existentialism

Sartre
Belief in the pivotal role of agency
focused on equilibrium
(biological metaphor)

Irrational behavior can be explained in social context
Functional prerequisite: all the functions that need to be fullfilled (nearly normative!)
focus on interdependence and complexity

{Bertalanffy, 1969 #5242}
Durkheim

noticed variance between what native did and said, so need for extensive ethnography
distinguish between biological needs, social need (cooperation), integrative need of society
(institutions and traditions)

{Malinowski, 1944 #5239}
Early
functionalist

Culture is necessary to fullfil low order needs (functional argument)
social irreductible to biological needs or psychology

{Radcliffe-Brown, 1952 #5240}
Critique

all items are viewed as functional!
cohesion deemed necessary: but what does it mean necessary, what does survival mean for social group ?

description of a high level macro structure of functions in society
A mix of Weber's Protestant Ethics of society (world driven by succession of religions) mixed
with Durkheim macro theory of society
Pb of Social Order (Hobbes) solved by internalization of social values
But for Parsons, ideas (religions) drive change in society
system of action: interaction between an actor and a situation
universalism vs particularism

Functionalism

Structural
Functionalist
{Parsons,
1951
#5234}
+{Parsons,
1960
#5587}

Universal dichotomies

performance vs quality
specific vs diffuse relations
affectivity vs neutrality

(A)daptation

Model

need to adapt to external environment changes

(G)oal attainment
Four basic needs

(I)ntegration

need to define goals and mobilize resournces

regulate and coordinate

(L)attency (pattern maintenance)

sustain motivation of members

can be reached with 2 dichotomies: external vs internal and instrumental vs consumatory
Pattern variables and functional prerequisite are linked (see table p53 {Baert, 1998 #5243})
Few testable propositions(very conceptual)
Critique

Neglecg of conflict and desiquilibrium
ambiguous about what is survival for social entitities
society is *not* a functional whole, with all parts properly integrated

attacks early functionalist
failure to acknowledge social survival: practice that remain beyond original function
{Merton,
1936
[1957,
1968]
#3200}

disregards functional alternatives or equivalents
Disfunctions are evoked, but not much
Midle range theory
Manifest functions and Latent functions
Reason of fulfillment of a function by a given mechanism are not clarified (conflict theories do it better)
Classifatory scheme for ways to deal with anomie
(discrepancy between social goals and available
means

Selznick
Belief in universal functional prerequisites
Peirce originally

Conformity, innovation, ritualism, retreat, rebellion

Semiotics

culture as sense making apparatus

*{Barley, 1983 #5070}

Deviance / Howard Becker

also Micro-Interactionist

a very distant variant: role theory

integrated by Merton "role set"

avoid explain conduct in terms of system
individual can be skilled social actor
the self arise only in social experience / one has multiple selves

*{Mead, 1934 #5584}

People do not find roles, they create and recreate them continually
Individual negotiate their social situation (chose a self): not mere environmental response,
nor social psychology trait

Symbolic
Interactionism

People act on the environment depending on the meaning they attribute to it (see "pencil")
social order: persistence of established social patterns contingent on people recurrent use
of identical forms of interpretation

Blumer

see anca summary in {Blumer, 1969 #5669}
We know things by their meanings

three assumptions

Meanings are created through social interaction
An interpretive process

do not account for social structure (generalized other is a weak representation of society)

Critique

neglect of the unintended effect of purposive action (see Weber)
Religion is the basis of social institution

{Fustel de, 1874 #5235}

Interpretative

Ritual is not incompatible, it can be the base of class struggle

share a low with Symbolic Interactionism, but no theoretical frame
interaction rituals are performance
front stage, back stage
*{Goffman,
1967
[1982]
#5069}

Ritual/Dramaturgical

more Durkhemian Rituals than symbolic interaction: actor enact social role
Frame analysis later introduced to critique symbolic interactionism
vocabulary: team, impression management, situational propriety
Critique: no theoretical frame
contribution to explain symbolic order (micro vs. politico-strategic order, a more macro concept)
see more about Self

*+{Berger, 1966 #54}
Social Constructionism
Originally Cooley
see Chong Summary "social construction" and table
share with IS and Ritual
related to Husserl Phenomenology

(époché or bracketing)

suspension of doubt deeply ingrained in social life
Ethnomethodology

{Garfinkel,
1967 #2688}

'taken for granted' until 'further notice"

people assume a "general thesis of reciprocity"
see 'breaching experiments'

goal of sociologist: understand common sense, practical rationality
Critique: at first, attributed as a contribution to social-psychology, but now recognized a
sociological contribution
followed by convertional analysis
{Giddens, 1993 #2719}
individuals are *not* 'cultural dope', i.e. structure do not action

Giddens

Critique of functionalism

functional exigencies is artifactual
power should play a stronger role, compared to norms and values
norms and values can be 'negotiated', by various groups

Structuration

focus more on time
evolutionism a favorite target
Influence of wittgenstein, garfinkel, goffman, Eriskson's ego psychology
follows both structuralism and interpretative

Order as practical achievement of skilled social agent

actors constrained by structure, but they reproduce
and evolve that structure through their action
see Chong Summary "structuration"
see person/situation, agency vs structure
Frankfurt School

Adorno

Habermas

Alienation perspective
Marxist
application
in
organizational
settings?

Critical Theory

Anyway, borders philosophy

Surplus perspective

Summary Anca
{Collins, 1994 #5233}
{Baert, 1998 #5243}

*{Osterman, 2000 #5289}

Class is a potent construct but should not only be linked to capital ownership
see rather Weber
social conflict and movement

logic of collective action

*{Olson, 1965 #387}

see classes in AdvOBOT
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assumed necessary link between instrumental move and
surplus balancing is unsubstantiated (assumed!)

*{Oberschall, 1973 #384}

fabrication of labor

Sources

*{Sewell, 1998 #5245}

Borders political science

Sociological perspective

Mobilization

difficult to prove, usually assumed

*{Biernacki, 1995 #56}

